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Abstract

The efficiency of memory management is one of the key metrics when re-

searching virtual machines. In cases where deallocation of objects is per-

formed automatically, garbage collection has become an important field of

research. It aims at speeding up and optimizing the execution of appli-

cations written in languages such as Java, C#, Python and others. Even

though garbage collection techniques have become more sophisticated, auto-

matic memory management is still far from being optimal. Garbage collec-

tion techniques such as mark sweep, mark compact, copying collection, and

generational garbage collection form the base of most virtual environments.

These algorithms rely on a stop-the-world phase that is used to detect and

free live objects.

The research presented in this dissertation aims at improving automatic

memory management by investigating the optimization of memory layout

as well as optimizing the allocation and deallocation processes of frequently

created and freed objects. The first optimization aims at using the stop-

the-world phase of the garbage collector in order to detect duplicate strings
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and deduplicate them before copying them to a new region. The goal of this

algorithm is to reduce multiple storage of the same data in memory, as well

as copying of memory, in order to decrease the heap size and therefore the

number of garbage collections required to execute the client application.

The second optimization aims at speeding up the allocation of frequently

created and discarded objects by keeping a pool of empty objects. Instead

of requesting new memory, the virtual machine requests an empty object of

the class and initializes the values required. Object pools are a widely used

software engineering pattern utilized by software developers to reuse object

instances without the need of repeated allocation and instantiation. While

the benefits of using object pool structures are still present when used in a

garbage collected environment, it adds a memory management component

to the development process. The dissertation investigates the feasibility of

introducing automatically created and maintained object pools for predefined

classes. Automatic object pools are implemented and discussed using the

GenCon GC and Balanced GC policies of the IBM Java VM.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last few decades, memory management of applications went through

a number of iterations in order to automate the process and make it more

efficient. Traditional languages such as C and C++ rely on developers to

allocate objects on the heap when they are created and free objects that

become no longer needed.

As stated by Jones et al. [32], 20% of the development time in a project is

usually used for memory management. This amount of work led to attempts

to automate the process to allow developers to focus their resources on the

core application development and addition of functionality.

Garbage collection techniques, such as reference counting [9], mark sweep

[44], mark compact [58] or copying [7, 20], are commonly used in automatic

memory management. The most known and common languages that rely

on garbage collection include Java, C#, Python, and Ruby. Languages such
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as C++ allow developers the use of smart pointers, which wrap a pointer

structure and call the destructor of a class according to the implementation

of the wrapper. This can be based on reference count, exception handling or

others [17].

One of the main disadvantages of automatic memory management is its in-

efficiency. Most garbage collection techniques rely on a stop-the-world phase

in which the program is halted in order to clean up memory. This can be

critical for the application’s runtime. In addition, the heap size used by the

application is almost never as small as it would be when managed by de-

velopers assuming no memory leaks are present. Attempts to close the gap

between automatic and manual memory management techniques aim to im-

prove metrics such as the number of garbage collections, stop-the-world time

as well as to optimize the execution of the client application by improving

caching, locking, concurrency, and other aspects of the environment.

This dissertation presents research performed on the heap structure and the

allocation behaviour of virtual environments with the hypothesis that mem-

ory management in virtual environments, and more specifically the object

structure and garbage collection, still leaves room for improvement. String

deduplication aims at using the properties of string objects within the vir-

tual machine in order to combine duplicates and reduce the overall memory

footprint as well as the memory allocated by the client application. Strings

and string related objects occupy a large portion of the Java heap and are

therefore a large target for optimizations. A reduction in memory use can
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potentially lead to fewer garbage collections and therefore a reduction in time

used for memory management.

Further, the dissertation investigates automatically applying object pools, a

frequently used software engineering pattern. The research applies the tech-

nique to the client application running in the virtual environment (mutator)

without changing its structure to speed up allocation times and the overall

application performance.

The dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides an intro-

duction to automatic memory management techniques and discusses their

advantages and disadvantages. Chapter 3 describes the investigation of a

string deduplication approach aimed at saving memory by reusing exist-

ing objects. The approach is further enhanced and evaluated in Chapter

4. Chapter 5 includes a feasibility study of an automated object pool pat-

tern, which reuses old objects instead of creating new ones, to speed up the

allocation process. Contents of the three main Chapters 3, 4 and 5 were

published at peer reviewed conferences as [48], [50], and [49] respectively.

Finally, the dissertation is concluded in Chapters 6 and 7 with a short sum-

mary of the results and potential future work involving the work presented

is listed.
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Chapter 2

Background

Locating and freeing unused objects is one of the major challenges of auto-

matic memory management systems. Five collection techniques have become

the basics of garbage collection: reference counting [9], mark and sweep [44],

mark and compact [58], and copying collection [7, 20]. This chapter in-

troduces the techniques mentioned. Their advantages and drawbacks are

discussed and an overview of how they are currently used in virtual ma-

chines is provided. The chapter concludes with an overview of how collection

techniques are combined and objects located on the heap are structured and

organized in virtual machines.
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2.1 IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM)

The IBM J9 virtual machine (JVM) is a virtual environment initially cre-

ated to execute bytecode created by compiling Smalltalk applications. When

Java became popular, the virtual environment was changed to handle Java

bytecode instead [60].

The virtual machine consists of a number of components including a JVM

Application Programming Interface (API), a diagnostic component, memory

management capabilities, a class loader, an interpreter and a platform port

layer. The structure of the virtual machine is shown in Figure 2.1

While influencing all parts of the virtual machine, the main focus of changes

and optimization in this dissertation is to the memory management compo-

nent of the virtual environment. Memory management in a virtual environ-

ment can simplistically be divided into two main parts: the allocator and

the garbage collector. The J9 virtual machine offers a number of garbage

collection (GC) techniques such as the generational concurrent policy Gen-

Con, the region based policy Balanced, the real time guarantee capable policy

metronome, and the mark-compact capable policy optthroughput [30].

At the start of the research presented in this dissertation, the application

source code was not publicly available. This changed with the release of

Eclipse OpenJ9 in the year 2017 when most of the source code was published

as an open source project managed by the Eclipse Foundation [29].

The virtual environment provides many state of the art optimization algo-
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Figure 2.1: IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM) component structure [28].

rithms, parameters and structures. The relevant features are introduced in

this chapter and are modified throughout the dissertation.

2.2 Reference Counting

Entities used by the client application (mutator) in the virtual environment

for information storage and computation are referred to as objects. Objects

have the capability to store information as well as reference other objects.

The structure created by a running program is a connected graph of objects.

When saved in memory, the graph is flattened and objects are arranged in

memory. References are defined as memory locations of objects (Figure 2.2).

The main idea of reference counting is to keep track of the incoming references

6



Figure 2.2: Object structure of a client application in a virtual environment.
Objects reference each other creating a graph of objects. When stored in
memory, the structure is flattened and references are memory locations stored
in objects.
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to each object [32]. Each object requested by the managed application is

extended by a header, which contains a counter for the number of references

pointing to the specific object. The count is changed whenever a reference is

either removed from or added to an object.

The benefits of this procedure are the simple implementation of the tech-

nique and the distributed impact. Time needed for memory management is

always applied when work is created: allocation, stack frame handling, refer-

ence change, and deletion. This technique is not widely used due to its down

sides, such as difficulties in handling circular reference graphs. Figure 2.3

demonstrates that a circular structure, even if not reachable by the mutator,

is never detected and thus never freed by the pure form of reference count-

ing. The problem is usually addressed by introducing a stop-the-world phase

where one of the different collection algorithms is applied to the heap struc-

ture in order to detect these “floating garbage” elements. Floating garbage

is defined as objects, which cannot be reached by the client application any

longer, but still remain on the heap occupying space. In a garbage collected

environment, objects usually remain in this state starting with the loss of

reference from the client application and until the next garbage collection of

the memory region.

Further, in the worst case the number of objects pointing to a specific ele-

ment can grow to become n − 1, where n equals the number of all objects

on the heap. This requires a field to be added to each object for memory

management purposes. As most objects are very small, this can pose a large

8



memory overhead. In the case of Java, where objects average from 20-64

bytes [12, 13, 5], the overhead is substantial.

While memory management work is performed at the same moment when

objects are created and die, pause times can still occur during runtime. Once

an object that connects a large subtree to the object graph is collected, it

initiates the collection of the whole subtree. The collection time depends

on the number of objects in the subtree. Research suggests that pauses

created can exceed those of collection times when using garbage collection

techniques [6], which are presented further. Long collection times can be

dealt with using lazy reference counting [61], which uses “to-delete”-lists in

order to divide large collection phases into several short ones. However, this

simply masks the overall problem [6].

2.3 Mark and Sweep

The mark and sweep garbage collection policy treats the heap structure as

a directed graph. Objects are connected using their references to each other

[44]. The roots of the graph are represented by pointers in registers, global

variables, class variables and variables on the stack.

The algorithm is divided into a marking stage and a sweeping stage. A

stop-the-world period is required at least for the marking stage of the policy.

Marking describes the traversal of the object graph and marking all objects

reached as alive. Once the traversal is done, the sweeping stage can free the

9



Figure 2.3: The main disadvantage of reference counting visualised. The
number in the object indicates its reference count. An object is only detected
as garbage once this number reaches 0. While object D reaches the reference
count of 0 and can be deleted, objects B and C keep each other alive by
referencing each other. All three objects A, B, and C cannot be reached by
the application and are considered garbage.
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space used by iterating over all objects and freeing those not marked as alive.

One downside of the policy is the stop-the-world phase itself as the muta-

tor is stopped completely while the time is used for memory management.

The main problem of this policy, however, is fragmentation. As objects are

created and freed, they leave gaps in the memory and over time, those gaps

tend to become small and spread around the heap space. This becomes more

problematic when the application uses a high percentage of the heap. Frag-

mentation causes allocations to fail even when there is enough free space

available, but the space is not contiguous. The heap size in a system using

mark and sweep compared to the amount of memory used by all objects used

by the application is shown in Figure 2.4. It is worth noting that the same

application flow represented by allocation and reference operations was used

to present the heap size behaviour of this and all upcoming garbage collection

techniques.

Improvements to the mark-sweep policy include lazy sweeping [27], which

uses the fact that the locations of objects never change, to postpone freeing

objects from the garbage collection stage to the allocation stage. The sweep-

ing is performed by the allocator until a memory gap is large enough for the

allocation to succeed. The fact that no objects are moved allows marking

and sweeping algorithms to be performed concurrently with a very low cost.

Algorithms to introduce concurrency to the mark-sweep policy can be ap-

plied during stop-the-world phase [37] or on-the-fly [15, 14] using thread-local

heaps. Concurrent stop-the-world mark-sweep may utilize multiple markers

11



Figure 2.4: Mark and sweep policy heap space allocated by the virtual ma-
chine for the mutator. The heap size drops every time a garbage collection
phase is initiated. The data was gathered using the GarCoSim simulator
[47, 21]. Execution time of the application in this case is defined by the
number of allocation and reference operations performed.

and sweepers, whereas on-the-fly marking attempts to never stop all mutator

threads at once. Instead, one thread or thread group is stopped from further

execution in order to use its root set as an initial marking point. This how-

ever introduces complexity of dealing with objects which are referenced by

multiple threads (escaped objects).

12



2.4 Mark and Compact

In order to prevent fragmentation, a compaction phase can either be added

as a periodically-appearing third stage of the mark and sweep policy, or as

a complete replacement for the sweep stage [58]. Once all live objects are

marked, the objects are compacted in order to remove all fragmentation from

the heap. The space located after the last memory location used is marked

as free. Compared to the sweep phase, compaction requires more time. How-

ever, the benefit of not having fragmentation has a significant impact on the

number of garbage collections required in order to accommodate the mutator.

The difference of mark and sweep to mark and compact is shown in Figure

2.5. The changes in heap size during execution using a mark and compact

collection policy can be found in Figure 2.6. Comparing Figures 2.4 and 2.6

shows that mark-sweep requires eight collections whereas mark-compact can

complete the task using seven collections.

2.5 Copying Collection

The idea behind copying collection is to remove the marking stage and to

only use a compaction phase. In order to accomplish this, live objects have

to be copied during traversal. As it is not certain how much space and which

addresses will be free during the process, objects have to be copied into an

entirely separate address space. This requires the heap space to be divided

into two halves. One, where new objects are allocated and the second space

13



Figure 2.5: Difference between mark and sweep with mark and compact
visualised. The initial heap structures are the same. Objects A and C are
still alive while object B is no longer referenced and therefore can be freed.
Once the application attempts to allocate object D, a GC is initialised in
both cases. The allocation succeeds in mark and compact, but does not, due
to fragmentation, in mark and sweep.
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Figure 2.6: Heap size using a mark compact garbage collection policy. The
execution time in the graph is measured in allocation and reference operations
performed.
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where live objects will be copied to during a garbage collection. The benefits

are a very short stop-the-world time and the fact that no fragmentation is

possible. The largest disadvantage is that the effective available heap space

for mutator objects is half of the physical memory space [20, 7].

2.6 Generational Collection

A generational garbage collector does not use the heap as a monolithic struc-

ture. The collection policy leverages the observation that most objects are

small and die off quickly. A larger number of survived garbage collection

phases (object age) increases the probability of this object surviving for a

longer period of time. The heap is divided into two or more heap regions

based on object age. Objects are allocated in the youngest region and are

promoted to older regions once they survive a certain amount of time [39].

One of the major advantages of the collection policy is the ability to collect

only part of the heap. Remember sets are kept for each region and represent

how many pointers have incoming references into a certain region. Using

mono-directional remember sets, which represent references from an older

generation to a younger one, only a collection of the oldest generation equals

a global collection comparable with the previously mentioned policies.

A large number of parameters can be used in order to configure a generational

collector. Most of them are trade offs and can be adjusted based on the

mutator needs. The size of the nursery space determines how often young

16



objects are collected. Each collection causes a pause of the mutator. However

a larger size also means a longer pause, which can be less desirable than a high

number of stop-the-world phases. The promotion age of objects determines

how long they stay in a specific region. This time can be measured either in

time lived or garbage collections survived.

Another important design decision for the generational collector is which

collection policies are used for the different regions. A copying collector is

often used for the youngest generation as it often fills up, has to work with an

almost full heap most of the time and is collected frequently. Mark compact

is usually used for the older generations due to its fragmentation handling

and the fact that no heap space is lost as opposed to the copying collector.

The optimal number of generations was found to be two [1][43] even though

there was research performed to create hybrid approaches of two and three

generations [33]. The size growth of a managed heap using a generational

garbage collector is shown in Figure 2.7.

2.7 Heap Object Structure

Each object created by the mutator and allocated on the heap is supple-

mented by a header with information needed by the virtual machine. This

information depends on the virtual machine, collection policy, and other pa-

rameters. Garbage collection policies add an object header to each object

in order to store necessary information. Reference counting for example re-
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Figure 2.7: Heap size and garbage collections using a generational garbage
collector.

quires at least the count of references pointing at a specific object in order

to know when it is safe to deallocate it.

Research in automatic memory management aims to optimize the heap struc-

ture in order to perform fewer collections, shorten collection phases, and to

result in less fragmentation. However the information needed to accomplish

this increases the object size and is therefore an addition to the problem.

This leads to the idea of using information about objects and their rela-

tionships in order to increase performance and decrease memory use by the

mutator. One goal of this behaviour is to make up for the additional space

needed by providing a better execution time as a result of fewer page faults

and cache misses. Research directly working on improving object locality by
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using different traversal algorithms [4] and object usage profiling [8] in order

to improve caching showed advantages in certain cases.

In addition, the Java heap structure shows that a large percentage of objects

stored on the heap are string objects. The number is 20% on average in most

applications, but can be as high as 40% in special cases such as the J2EE

application server [34] as shown in Figure 2.8. The research proposed aims

to use the heap object structure in general and the string object structure

specifically in order to improve the memory use of the Java VM.

Figure 2.8: Heap memory structure. About 40% of the heap used by a J2EE
application server are strings or string related objects [34].

2.8 String Structure in the Java VM

String objects in Java are immutable; they have the specific property that

they can never change their content. If a change to the object is requested

by the mutator, a new object with that content is created and a reference to

the new object is written into the mutator reference. The creation of a new
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object when changing is used to gain an advantage by multiple mechanisms

in the Java VM such as the string table or the substring() command.

String a = "Hello World!";

String b = new String("Hello World!");

String c = b.substring(0, 6);

String d = "Hello World!";

Three different string objects are created by the mutator as strings a and

d return the same reference. All four declarations are valid, but are being

processed in three different ways. String a is created using the string table.

The string table acts as a buffer containing all strings created in this way.

Since the string is static, it is known at compile time that this particular

string can be added to the string table. This is used for string deduplication

during the allocation process. If the mutator attempts to create a string with

the exact same char array (string d), a reference to the object header of a is

returned.

String b is a request to create an object with a unique header and the provided

content. This is not handled by the string table and a new object is allocated

to comply with the Java specification that using the keyword new always

results in the creation of a new object. String c represents a special case.

The method uses the structure of the string object header in order to reuse

the char array, but at the same time to provide a new header as the resulting

reference. Figure 2.9 presents the string header structure. The substring()
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Figure 2.9: String header structure with the necessary fields [34].

method copies the character array reference field, but changes the offset and

length according to the input values.

Even though the operation .equals() using any combination of strings a,

b and d would return true, the == operation acts in a different way. The

.equals() method performs a string compare in order to determine if the

character array contents are equal to each other. Comparing the variables

to each other using == compares the references stored in the fields on both

sides of the operator. As shown below, this does not represent the equality

of the string content.

if(a == b){...};//false

if(a == c){...};//false

if(a == d){...};//true

if(b == c){...};//false

if(b == d){...};//false

Research on strings and string deduplication has taken several different ap-

proaches. As strings and string related objects occupy more heap space than
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any other single class, Kawachiya et al.[34] suggest collecting strings first in

order to check if this would free enough space to continue execution. By do-

ing this, the authors were able to reduce the garbage collection time as not

all objects had to be processed. The approach utilizes the given properties

to limit the number of objects participating in the marking and sweeping

stage. However they do not use the content of the string objects in order to

optimize the structure of live objects.

Horie et al. [26] suggest a deduplication based on offline profiling where they

gather information about strings existing in the JVM. The main goal is to

identify the most significant characters of all strings and use this to create an

efficient hashing and deduplication algorithm. They demonstrate a consid-

erable speedup once the profiling stage is completed and the JVM is trained

on an application. This behaviour can be extended to share the deduplica-

tion information between multiple virtual machines. The approach is useful

in cases where a single application is executed frequently in one or multi-

ple virtual machines. However applications that change their execution flow

frequently or require significant computation, but are not executed over and

over again, tend to not benefit from using such an approach as the right

amount of profiling can be difficult to determine. A more dynamic approach

that is capable of deduplicating strings during runtime could potentially close

this gap.

There are also more general attempts at deduplicating structures. This in-

cludes string objects as much as any other type of object. Marinov and
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O’Callahan [42] present a full scale deduplication approach, where all objects

are analyzed throughout a run and are compared in order to find duplicates.

The results are later presented to the developer, who can use the informa-

tion to eliminate those duplicates. The limitations this approach presents

in regard to offline profiling are the same as with Horie et al. [26]. Both

approaches can be used as guidelines and profiling tools for developers, but

cannot optimize the memory structure dynamically.
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Chapter 3

String Deduplication

The automatically managed heap and its structure in a virtual environment

are at the same time the biggest advantage for developers and one of the

most optimized areas when it comes to mutator execution. The inefficiency

of automatically managing user space memory led to not only improving the

collection strategy itself, but to also use the time spent collecting unrefer-

enced objects to improve the memory layout in order to provide a better

overall execution time for the mutator. Strings and string-related objects

often occupy the largest amount of memory when compared to other classes.

This chapter introduces optimizations for string related objects and presents

an additional approach to improve the string structure further.

The chapter is divided into three parts. Section 3.1 discusses the motivation

of the project based on the background and related work provided in Section

2.8. Section 3.2 explains the design and implementation before experiments
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are presented and analyzed in Section 3.3.

3.1 Motivation

The string table approach currently used in virtual machines creates a large

benefit for string objects during allocation time and decreases the memory

usage of the application. However, it does not cover all of the strings cre-

ated. Strings created using the new keyword as well as constructed strings

remain unaffected. This thesis refers to strings pieced together at runtime,

the content of which is unknown at compilation time, as constructed strings.

An initial analysis of live objects on the heap was performed using DaCapo

[5], SPECjbb2005 [10], and SPECjbb2013 [11] benchmarks. SPECjbb bench-

marks aim to stress test specific parts of virtual environments while DaCapo

is a collection of real life applications. The applications and their function

can be found in Table 3.1. The initial analysis revealed that some applica-

tions have many duplicate strings even when considering the deduplication

performed by the string table and substring().

Figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 show an extract of a complete analysis of all live

strings after each garbage collection for the DaCapo benchmarks jython,

lusearch, and h2 as an example for the study results. The particular bench-

marks were chosen to represent varying behaviour of the results. Other

benchmarks resemble one of those variations. The graphs show the percent-

age of duplicate strings encountered as well as the possible heap space, which
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Benchmark Name Mutator Task

avrora AVR microcontroller simulation of multiple programs
batik Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) rendering
fop PDF creation from an input file
h2 JDBDbench-like in-memory benchmark

jython
Python interpretation using
the pybench Python benchmark

luindex Document indexing

lusearch
Text search in the works of
Shakespeare and the King James Bible

pmd Java source code analysis
sunflow Image rendering using ray tracing
tomcat Tomcat server queries
xalan XML to HTML transformation

Table 3.1: Tasks performed by the DaCapo benchmarks chosen to evaluate
the string deduplication approach [54].

could have been saved if all possible strings were deduplicated. Experiments

were performed using a 2GB heap size and default execution parameters in

the J9VM.

The capturing process is performed before and after each garbage collection.

A higher number of duplicate strings indicates a higher amount of dedu-

plication work required to merge strings and use the same character array.

A higher duplicate heap value indicates increased potential in heap space

saving due to deduplication. This presents a trade off, where the perfect

candidate for deduplication would have a small number of long duplicate

strings occupying a large portion of the heap.

Note that the results in the graphs for the benchmarks are quite different.

Even though all three of the benchmarks show a large percentage of duplicate
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Figure 3.1: Lusearch: Number of duplicate string objects which do not share
a character array (top) and the possible heap savings based on the string
lengths and the current heap size (bottom).
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Figure 3.2: H2: Number of duplicate string objects which do not share
a character array (top) and the possible heap savings based on the string
lengths and heap size (bottom).
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Figure 3.3: Jython: Number of duplicate string objects which do not share
a character array (top) and the possible heap savings based on the string
lengths and heap size (bottom). Most of the strings die during a garbage
collection, which explains the seemingly missing post-collection character
numbers for the bottom graph
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strings, the heap impact of the strings varies by a considerable margin. While

most duplicate strings are collected in jython, the heap impact for lusearch

and h2 after each garbage collection averages at 0.2% - 1%.

It is important to underline that, depending on the garbage collection policy,

a deduplication in the garbage collector does not traverse all live objects on

the heap. This process is usually too time consuming and is reduced by

the creation of generations or heap regions. The graphs in Figures 3.1, 3.2,

and 3.3 merely show what could be achieved in the optimal case for those

specific applications. A preliminary test was conducted in the IBM JVM

generational concurrent garbage collector. All strings encountered during

each garbage collection in combination with their addresses were saved.

The evaluation of the approach requires deterministic benchmarks. The per-

formance of the benchmark utilizing string deduplication is compared to an

unchanged Java virtual machine in order to determine and quantify benefits

and disadvantages of the algorithms presented.

3.2 String Deduplication Design

The approach presented in this research is to add an additional string dedupli-

cation stage during the stop-the-world phase used for garbage collection. All

live objects in a collected region are traversed and processed by the garbage

collector. In the case of a copying collection policy, all objects are evacuated

to a new allocation space before the region is marked as empty. A mark-
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compact collector has to mark all live objects as such before the compaction

phase discards all unused memory gaps.

The research proposes an additional step during traversal of the objects. The

idea is to store and compare all string objects encountered. In cases where

duplicate strings are found, they can be deduplicated. The flow of garbage

collection will change as shown in Figure 3.4.

The deduplication has to maintain conformity with the Java language spec-

ification. In order to achieve this, the duplicate object must keep its object

header. The presented deduplication behaviour treats a deduplication similar

to a .substring() call on a string object.

Creating a substring using the .substring() function creates a new object

header and keeps the address to the character array of the source string. Only

the offset, marking the beginning of the substring in the character array, and

the length value, marking the end of the substring, are different.

The described approach takes two full objects consisting of two object headers

and two identical character arrays and deduplicates the character arrays.

Both object headers are changed to point to the same array keeping all other

parameters as they were. This procedure relies on the presumption that

the comparison stage does not compare substrings, but always compares the

content of the complete character arrays.

In order to reduce the time overhead needed for storage and comparison,

the approach utilizes a hash table. The size of the hash table remains un-

changed. Collisions are handled by using a linked list structure chaining col-
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Figure 3.4: The flow of the string deduplication process in the garbage col-
lector. Proposed changes to the flow are highlighted by a grey background.
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liding strings into the same slot. The slot used for a string is determined by

using it as a circular structure and therefore computing slot = hash % size

on it. Each node in the hash table contains the real hash value before be-

ing trimmed down to represent a hash table slot, the address of the string

object found and the next node in the list. Most of the time added to the

stop-the-world stage is spent comparing strings to each other. A reduction

of this time is achieved by comparing characters, until the first mismatched

character is found.

The distribution of strings within the hash table relies heavily on the hash

function used. Experiments have shown good results with sdbm hashing [38]

(source shown below). Other data structures were considered, but were found

to be inferior as the look up time for strings is the most important metric

for the approach. Adding elements to a hash table is relatively slow. In this

particular case, the process depends on the length of the string and the num-

ber of elements already included into the slot of the hash table resulting in a

worst case complexity of O(n+m) where n is the length of the string and m

is the overall number of elements in the table. The average complexity of the

insertion process is O(n) as the hashing function was chosen to spread strings

throughout the table evenly. The structure provides a fast look up time for

elements already included in the table, which offers the same complexity as

the insertion process, but benefits from the 3-tiered comparison process using

the content-based hashing algorithm. The first comparison checks the least

significant bits of the hash value before comparing the complete hash value.
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Once both of those checks are successful, the algorithm moves on to compare

the actual contents of the two strings compared.

static unsigned long

sdbm(str)

unsigned char *str;

{

unsigned long hash = 0;

int c;

while (c = *str++)

hash = c + (hash << 6) + (hash << 16) - hash;

return hash;

}

3.3 Experimental Results

The described approach was evaluated using a set of DaCapo benchmarks

and a 2GB heap size. The runs were repeated 10 times and the runtime was

averaged in order to reduce the impact of noise during the testing stage. VM

warm up did not matter in this particular experimental setup as the VM was

destroyed and recreated after each run. Performing the same test with an

already running VM did not yield significantly different results as the dedu-
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plication table is not reused for different clients of the virtual environment.

Each of the benchmarks was executed in three configurations:

(A) Unchanged VM

(B) VM with duplicate detection, but no deduplication

(C) VM with string deduplication

The first configuration of the experiments represents the baseline. It is used

to compare the execution time in order to determine if the cost of the addi-

tional stage during traversal can be amortised by performing fewer copying

procedures and freeing more memory during the stop-the-world stage.

The second configuration is performed in order to compare the string struc-

ture on the heap. The configuration does not deduplicate strings, but main-

tains the string hash table in order to quantify the duplicates that could

potentially be saved. The reason to run this configuration is to be able to

compare the number of duplicate strings to that of configuration A. In the-

ory, duplicates could be very short-lived strings, which would not survive

the GC stage and would decrease the optimization stage. However, if string

deduplication provides a benefit, fewer duplicate strings will be encountered

with each GC.

The third configuration creates a hash table of strings encountered; it detects

duplicate strings and deduplicates them. The execution time of this config-

uration is compared to the first run. In addition, the number of garbage
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Benchmark A B C

avrora 137.723s 136.253s 137.600s
batik 97.773s 98.186s 98.881s
fop 48.035s 48.945s 47.500s
h2 2239.564s 2290.825s 2235.637s
jython 765.020s 784.355s 780.386s
luindex 124.723s 124.672s 124.930s
lusearch 50.091s 54.390s 48.410s
pmd 61.215s 62.483s 61.035s
sunflow 151.774s 186.85s 181.658s
tomcat 93.845s 95.695s 96.385s
xalan 26.776s 28.803s 27.909s

Table 3.2: Benchmark runtime for the three configurations in GenCon. The
time represents the complete VM execution time including startup and shut
down. A: Unchanged VM, B: Duplicate string detection, but no deduplica-
tion, C: Duplicate detection and deduplication.

collections and the amount of memory freed during each GC is captured and

compared to the first configuration.

The runtimes of each configuration for the benchmarks are shown in Table

3.2. The first column of the table shows the runtime of the program using an

unchanged VM. The second column represents the second configuration and

shows the impact of creating the duplicate detection infrastructure, such as

the additional flow during garbage collection and string hash table, without

the benefit of a deduplication. It represents the complete overhead of the

approach and can be considered a worst case scenario. The last column in

the table shows the overall impact of the approach presented. Table 3.3

shows the relative change of the configurations compared to the unchanged

VM results.
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Benchmark B C

avrora -1.07% -0.09%
batik +0.42% +1.13%
fop +1.89% -1.12%
h2 +2.29% -0.18%
jython +2.53% +2.01%
luindex -0.04% +0.17%
lusearch +8.58% -3.36%
pmd +2.07% -0.29%
sunflow +23.11% +19.69%
tomcat +1.97% +2.71%
xalan +7.57% +4.23%

Table 3.3: The relative impact of the optimization on the runtime compared
to running the benchmarks in an unchanged VM.

The runtimes show that the impact of the approach is not the same for

all applications. In order to understand how some applications benefit while

others perform worse or remain the same, more metrics have to be considered.

As stated in previous sections, performing a string deduplication is a very

specific optimization. The largest benefit is achieved for applications that

handle a large number of strings. In addition, the approach changed the

garbage collection process but does not interfere with any other part of the

program.

In order to explain the results in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, two main factors have

to be considered: the application structure and the number of unforced GCs.

Even though the avrora benchmark has a runtime of over 2 minutes, only

one GC is performed. This global garbage collection happens before the

mutator application is started and the DaCapo internal time measurement
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Benchmark GCs
avrora 1
batik 1
fop 1
h2 18
jython 10
luindex 1
lusearch 16
pmd 2
sunflow 10
tomcat 4
xalan 5

Table 3.4: Number of garbage collections for each benchmark at 2GB of heap
space using a GenCon collection policy.

is started. The same behaviour is observed for batik, fop, and luindex.

The full list of GCs is shown in Table 3.4. All but one of the collections were

partial for each of the runs.

Negative relative impact in column B in Table 3.3 occured for two bench-

marks, which had one GC during the runtime. The impact is −0.04% for

luindex and −1.07% for avrora. Both benchmarks only have a single GC in

the startup time of the virtual machine. The number of strings found dur-

ing this collection is minimal which reduces the impact of the maintenance

and upkeep to almost none. The change in runtimes can be explained by

noise, which can occur even after running each benchmark for 10 times and

averaging the runtimes.

The benchmarks with the most GCs are h2, jython, lusearch, and sunflow.

Those benchmarks are affected in different ways by the approach presented.
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The h2 benchmark adds a large overhead for the maintenance of the string

deduplication data structures. This overhead in runtime is nullified by the

benefit of string deduplication. Even though an overall benefit was not

achieved, the cost of the data structures was balanced by the benefit. The

reasons for this behaviour is a large number of strings that are used for the

database communication in the application, which is a typical behaviour for

database applications. The benefit was limited by the fact that most of the

strings used were part of the internal string table and did not have to be

deduplicated.

Benchmarks that performed worse when string deduplication was applied are

xalan, tomcat, and jython. The xalan benchmark had only four GCs and

a runtime of approximately 26 seconds, which is not enough for the approach

to reclaim the cost for data structure maintenance and initialization. Jython

and tomcat did not contain enough duplicate strings to create a benefit which

caused the data structures to add runtime between 4% (1.1s) for xalan and

2.3% (15.3s) for jython.

Applications that benefited from string deduplication the most, while per-

forming more than five garbage collections, were lusearch and sunflow. A

relative benefit of about 3.36% was achieved for lusearch. Considering the

variation of results of about 1.5% between test runs, it indicates that the

approach does create a benefit for this particular application. Comparing

the unchanged VM with the second experiment configuration shows that not

deduplicating while comparing strings adds 8.5% to the runtime. The char-
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acteristics of the application are very beneficial for the string deduplication

approach as it repeatedly performs text searches.

The benefits achieved for the lusearch benchmark as well as the ability to

maintain the h2 execution time while maintaining the string deduplication

data structures was indicated by the analysis shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

This fact suggests that in cases where developers find that there is a high

number of duplicates that survive GC phases, the approach presented can be

applied in order to save heap space and potentially delay GCs.

The particular set of benchmarks was used to present the overall impact of

the garbage collection modification to a general set of applications. Since

DaCapo is a collection of real life applications which include computational

heavy, string heavy and other applications, the research aims at investigating

the impact of creating and maintaining the string hash table during the col-

lection phase on as many classes of applications as possible to provide a more

general view of the impact and the challenges when it comes to creating a

more general approach. Tests with artificially designed benchmarks creating

a high number of duplicate strings were indicating potential benefits for the

approach. The lusearch benchmark was found to be of the same class of

applications that handle a high number of duplicate characters on the heap,

which are not deduplicated by the internal VM string table.

In addition to the runtime analysis, the times when garbage collections occur

during mutator execution are compared in order to visualise the impact of

the string deduplication. To analyze this metric, the fact that GC phases
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are longer due to a changed flow has to be considered. Figures 3.5 and 3.6

show the time of the GC in relation to memory freed during this particular

GC. This is done for the unchanged VM as well as for the VM with string

deduplication. The time indicated is not the mutator time and not the

execution time overall. In order to obtain the number, the time of all previous

garbage collection times was subtracted from the current execution time. The

formula for this computation is shown in Equation 3.1.

Tn = OverallT ime−
n−1∑
k=0

GCDurationk (3.1)

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that an application that benefits from string dedu-

plications delays the GC phases as more heap space is freed during previous

garbage collections. This can potentially lead to fewer necessary garbage col-

lection phases, which would have a higher positive impact on the application.

3.4 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented an approach of detecting and handling duplicate

strings on the heap in virtual machines. It introduced optimization potential

of a large percentage of immutable string objects in Java and presented the

design and evaluation of string deduplication during GC stop-the-world time.

The experiments showed that benefits of the approach are very application

specific.

Especially string-heavy applications showed promising results and revealed
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Figure 3.5: Start time and memory freed for each GC when running the
lusearch benchmark.

Figure 3.6: Start time and memory freed for each GC when running the h2
benchmark.
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possible improvements that will be investigated further in the future. At the

current time, the main point for optimization is the data structure needed

for string deduplication. If the time taken to manage the data structures can

be reduced, the performance benefit of the approach can be increased. The

disadvantages and a number of improvements are presented and discussed in

Chapter 4.

Deduplicating strings changes the overall object graph and object relations.

This can also result in different locality numbers. This can have a positive

impact as more objects point to the same data and fewer page faults oc-

cur, but also negative ones when the cache locality of deduplicated strings

decreases because the char array of a different object is shared.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic String Deduplication

A common memory reduction algorithm on the heap is data deduplication.

One approach is to use the traversal phase of a Java VM garbage collector

to deduplicate strings as described in Chapter 3 and [48]. While live objects

are passed, marked and moved, duplicate string objects are analyzed. Infor-

mation gathered is stored in a hash table for faster look up in a two-stage

comparison procedure. The string object content is matched and duplicates

encountered are shared between String instances without breaking the Java

language specification [23].

This chapter investigates possible improvements to the approach aimed at

decreasing the time needed for duplicate detection. The time needed for

hash table creation, maintenance and actual deduplication is reduced and an

increased benefit is achieved.

The chapter is divided into five sections. Section 4.1 presents the motivation
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of the work and outlines the experiments performed based on the findings in

Chapter 3. Sections 4.2 to 4.4 present changes to the algorithm and discuss

their effects in detail. An application specific analysis is presented in Section

4.5. The chapter concludes in Section 4.6 and presents possibilities for future

work.

4.1 Motivation

The benefit of GC-time string deduplication is application specific. Figures

3.5 and 3.6 show the impact of the string deduplication on garbage collection

start times and the amount of memory freed for each garbage collection for

two benchmarks. The time of the garbage collection start, shown in the

figures, is mutator execution time. It does not take into consideration the

time required by the garbage collections itself. Taking the overhead into

account, the maintenance of the string deduplication data structures can

increase runtimes by up to 20% as discussed in Section 4.2.

As presented in Chapter 3, the main downside of the deduplication flow is

the time it takes to process each string object. The content has to be read in,

a hash value has to be computed, and the hash value has to be checked and

handled. Each part of this process adds overhead. If the benefit is not large

enough, the process increases the application runtime instead of providing

a benefit. Maintenance overhead is significant and as such a benefit is only

achieved if an application provides a large amount of string data on the heap
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and a large enough number of garbage collections.

This chapter describes three possible optimization areas for the string dedu-

plication approach. This includes an analysis of the hash table maintenance

flow and the reduction of expensive operations as described in Section 4.2. A

new metric is introduced and evaluated in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses

the feasibility of attempts to perform a deduplication in order to compute

potential benefit for the currently running application.

Experiments performed for the optimizations utilized part of the DaCapo

benchmark suite [5], chosen because it provides a collection of deterministic

real life applications. Short benchmarks, which include one or fewer garbage

collections were not part of the benchmark set as they did not result in dedu-

plication taking place. The underlying tasks performed by each benchmark

used are presented in Table 3.1.

The research uses an IBM Java VM with disabled just-in-time (JIT) compila-

tion as the baseline. The JIT was disabled to reduce the number of optimiza-

tions occuring in order to accomplish the proposed work. Each benchmark

was executed at least 10 times to reduce noise effects. The heap size for all

tests was set to be 2GB. The times reported are measured by collecting the

system time pre- and post-benchmark. Runtimes reported by DaCapo itself

are not considered in order to take into consideration the startup of the VM

and its shut down process. As structures impacting those phases were intro-

duced to the VM, it was considered more beneficial to take those impacts

into account.
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4.2 Flow Optimization

One problem with the algorithm flow in Figure 3.4 is the time required to cre-

ate and maintain the structures. To reduce the time, the flow was redesigned

and unnecessary costly operations were eliminated.

The largest impact was created by restructuring the section of the algorithm

that traverses every object. Profiling revealed that the check to determine

if the object is of the appropriate class (the “String?” test in Figure 3.4)

represents the greatest percentage of the maintenance time. This is caused

by the fact, that every single object has to be looked at, their class pointer

has to be followed and then a string comparison performed to determine if

the class is of class “java.lang.String”. In comparison, an unchanged flow

only considers whether or not the object is referenced. The process can be

represented using the following pseudo code:

class = object.getClass();

className = class.getName();

if(className.equals("java.lang.String"){

execute_deduplication_flow(object);

}

Reading the class name of each object and comparing it using a string com-

parison is very slow. Additionally, performing the test for every single object

passed during traversal inflates the process to become a very significant fac-

tor. To reduce execution time, the algorithm was changed to perform class
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checking through string comparison only once and to remember the reference

of the string class as soon as it is found. Since class objects are not moved

during execution time, the algorithm can use two simple address comparisons

after the class pointer is stored. The algorithm was changed to the following:

class = object.getClass();

if(sdClass == NULL){

classname = class.getName();

if(classname.equals("java.lang.String"){

sdClass = class;

}

}

if(sdClass == class){

execute_deduplication_flow(object);

}

This change and minor source code restructuring were tested. Both results

were compared to an unchanged Java VM running without JIT compilation.

Table 4.1 shows a comparison of two GC-time string deduplications to an

unchanged JVM. The first column shows the impact of the string deduplica-

tion when using a string comparison for class analysis and without the code

restructuring performed based on profiling. It is shown that with the excep-

tion of the lusearch benchmark, the applications show a medium to large

overhead. The second column provides the relative impact of the updated
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Old New Change
jython +7.25% +5.13% -2.12%
lusearch -5.63% -7.90% -2.27%
pmd +16.26% +12.56% -3.70%
sunflow +19.96% +17.08% -2.56%
xalan +28.92% +27.33% -1.59%

Geometrical Mean +13.35% +10.84% -2.45%

Table 4.1: The relative impact of the optimization on the runtime compared
to running the benchmarks in an unchanged VM. Results are relative changes
to an unchanged VM. The comparison is between the old version of the
string deduplication approach compared to the updated version as described
in Section 4.2.

string deduplication flow on the baseline configuration.

The aim of the improvements described above was to reduce the overall

overhead of the approach on the applications that do not provide enough

string objects to create a benefit by deduplicating those objects. As seen

in the difference column of Table 4.1, the overhead was decreased for every

benchmark tested from a geometrical mean of the overall impact of +13.35%

to -2.45%. The largest change was achieved for pmd, where the overhead

was reduced by 3.7%. The execution time cost by lusearch was reduced by

2.27%. The change of the updated deduplication flow averages at a reduction

of 2.45%.

Even though an overhead reduction was achieved, the slow down of the ap-

plication caused by the creation and maintenance of the string deduplication

hash table is still too high. In order to gain a benefit, the application’s heap

has to have a very large number of strings. Those strings have to include a
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large number of duplicates. A potential solution for distinguishing when to

utilize and when to disable string deduplication during runtime is discussed

in Section 4.4.

4.3 Object Age Metric

A property often used in virtual machine memory management is that objects

often die at a young age. However, the longer they stay alive, the higher the

probability that they will survive even longer [32]. Using this property, the

string deduplication approach can be modified to consider the object age

while analyzing string objects. Object age in this case is defined as the

number of garbage collections survived.

A configurable object age threshold is added to the deduplication flow to

reduce the number of objects passing through the stages of hashing, dedupli-

cation and hash table storage. The idea behind this is to ignore temporary

and short lived strings, which are analyzed, but die shortly after the garbage

collection. According to Wilson and Moher [62] (Figure 4.1), only a small

proportion of objects survive the first and the second garbage collection. This

leads to the idea that many string objects can be skipped during the process

when only considering objects older than ages one, two and three.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show one experimental result of this investigation (Da-

Capo lusearch). Figure 4.2 depicts the number of characters processed for

each garbage collection during the execution on a logarithmic scale. The
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Figure 4.1: The survival of objects at ages one and two. The figure shows
that in general, only a small fraction of objects survive the first two garbage
collections [62].
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numbers were gathered during the traversal of objects. Once determined

that the current object is a string, the content of the string has to be loaded

to create the hash value and to compare the content to a potential duplicate.

The number of characters relates to the amount of time needed to complete

this process for each garbage collection. While objects in Java provide a hash

value for each object, the research chose to create a separate hash value based

on the actual content of the string to use it as a preliminary comparison value

during duplicate detection. The default hash value of a string object within

the JVM does not necessarily have to be based on the content of the char

array attached to it.

Figure 4.3 shows a similar graph. However the number shown for each age

threshold and garbage collection is the number of characters that did not have

to be moved for the particular garbage collection as they were duplicated.

The numbers gathered while running the lusearch benchmark were chosen

since it had the most garbage collections and the benchmarks created the

most duplicates.

While a larger number in Figure 4.2 signals an increase in time spent for

string deduplication, a larger number in Figure 4.3 shows how much time

was saved by not copying the string object content. The benefit potentially

extends to successive garbage collections, as surviving objects now occupy

less memory that has to be evacuated.

It was found interesting that most duplicate strings seem to be created during

the virtual machine startup. As seen for lusearch in Figures 4.2 and 4.3,
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Figure 4.2: The number of characters processed during the deduplication
process. The object age thresholds between one and three for the lusearch
benchmark was used to consider only objects that survived at least a certain
number of garbage collections. The Y axis shows the number of characters
encountered during the traversal on a logarithmic scale. The number includes
those characters deduplicated and not deduplicated encountered during the
traversal process. The X axis represents the garbage collection number. The
number of characters instead of strings was chosen to take into consideration
the length of the strings and therefore the potential benefit.
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Figure 4.3: The number of characters deduplicated for each GC when using
different object age thresholds. The object age is determined by the number
of garbage collection phases an object survived. A higher threshold reduces
the number of objects processed while executing the lusearch benchmark.
The X axis represents the garbage collection number while the Y axis shows
the number of characters deduplicated on a logarithmic scale. The number of
characters instead of strings was chosen to take into consideration the length
of the strings and therefore the potential benefit.
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it was observed that multiple benchmarks had garbage collections where the

graphs would either meet or reach an unusually high value in quick succession.

In the included figures, one can observe this behaviour for garbage collection

numbers 3 and 12. It appears as those are the points where many strings are

created and that the percentage of duplicates at those points is larger than

in other phases of the application flow. The observation led to the idea to

investigate an approach for targeting those execution stages specifically as

described in Section 4.4.

In general, increasing the age threshold reduces both the processed and dedu-

plicated metric as it omits very young strings. It is observed that the dif-

ference between threshold ages zero and one is smaller than the differences

between the ages one and two, as well as two and three. The difference be-

tween ages three and higher values was observed to be much smaller, except

for the very first cycles where no object had time to age.

Table 4.2 shows the difference of execution times of JVMs utilizing different

age thresholds relative to not considering the object age for string dedu-

plication as objects are traversed during garbage collection. The numbers

indicate that a check for object age can impact the overall execution time

of a benchmark by plus or minus 3.55%. As indicated in Jones et al. [32]

when talking about excluding young objects from potential optimizations in

general, the largest positive impact on the average execution time was found

to be between one and three.

Choosing a threshold age represents a trade off. The larger the threshold,
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Age 1 Age 2 Age 3 Age 4 Age 5
lusearch -2.00% -2.53% -0.12% -1.29% +0.29%
pmd +0.05% -0.10% +0.28% -0.07% -1.20%
sunflow -0.58% -2.28% -2.84% -0.92% +0.75%
xalan -0.18% -0.08% -0.29% +3.55% +2.89%

Average -0.68% -1.25% -0.74% +0.32% +0.68%

Table 4.2: Relative change of the execution time when increasing the age
threshold. The configurations are compared to not utilizing an age threshold.
The last row shows the average of each column. It can be seen that starting
with the object age threshold of 4, the average execution time increases.

the fewer objects included in the string deduplication process and the dedu-

plication hash table. While this reduces the overhead of the process itself, it

limits the opportunities for deduplication.

As seen when comparing Figures 4.2 and 4.3 to each other, the shape of the

graphs is quite similar. This indicates that a larger number of characters

processed results in more characters deduplicated. The processing cost has

to be invested in order to create a benefit for the currently running and

successive garbage collections. The cost and benefit have to be balanced.

Based on the average runtime change of -1.25% shown in the last row of

Table 4.2, the threshold age of two was found to be the most beneficial.

The main observation of this experiment is that checking for an age threshold

slightly reduces the previously found benefits and disadvantages. Applica-

tions that gained a benefit without the age threshold perform slightly better

at ages two and three, while benchmarks with a less duplicated heap structure

tend to perform slightly worse compared to not using string deduplication

or remain practically unchanged. The overhead to applications that do not
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benefit from string deduplication overall is reduced. As with the initial ap-

proach of string deduplication as part of the garbage collection phase, the

best set of parameters can vary drastically based on the mutator’s execution

flow and heap structure.

4.4 String Deduplication Sampling

Deciding whether or not to use string deduplication is not trivial and poten-

tial benefits can be easily missed. An algorithm that performs string dedu-

plication tests and enables or disables string deduplication is more likely to

find potentially beneficial mutators.

One method is to choose certain garbage collection cycles and perform string

deduplication while gathering statistics about the number of characters pro-

cessed and the number of characters deduplicated. Based on the ratio of

those two metrics, a potential benefit can be identified and used.

The approach investigated and shown in Figure 4.4 proposes to enable string

deduplication for the first garbage collection that would deduplicate poten-

tially surviving strings. The actual first GC where string deduplication is

performed depends on the age threshold chosen for the configuration. Per-

forming a deduplication during the first garbage collection while strings have

to survive at least two GCs to be considered for string deduplication, would

simply result in zero strings processed.

Once the first potentially viable garbage collection is processed, the ratio of
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Figure 4.4: The steps involved in deciding whether or not string deduplication
should be enabled for each garbage collection. The first potentially viable
garbage collection and global GCs always perform a string deduplication in
order to identify application phases with many string duplicates. Based on
the ratio of characters processed and deduplicated, a string deduplication for
the next garbage collection can be enabled or disabled. Connections leading
to the end of the process were omitted for readability purposes.
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characters deduplicated versus the number of characters processed can be

utilized to decide whether or not string deduplication should be enabled.

If the ratio is high enough, string deduplication can be performed for each

successive collection until the ratio falls below the threshold chosen.

Should the ratio be below the threshold, string deduplication can be disabled,

which eliminates the overhead of creating and maintaining the string hash

table. This procedure reduces the runtime overhead and aims to provide

a more dynamic optimization. As the mutator continues its execution, the

heap structure can change.

Applications may change from not string heavy to string reliant, making a

deduplication phase more viable in later stages of the execution. In order

to detect such changes, global collections can be used as sampling points.

There are multiple reasons for using global garbage collections. The first one

is the fact that all strings on the heap are processed. A deduplication is

more likely to succeed as each string content will be a potential subject for

deduplication. Another reason is the length and frequency of global collec-

tions. They usually happen once the heap is filled to a high degree and have

the goal of freeing as much memory as possible. Deduplicating strings would

increase the potentially freed heap. Once the global collection is completed,

the deduplication ratio can be computed in order to decide whether partial

collections should now perform string deduplication or not.

The approach described was implemented in IBM’s J9 Java VM and tested

using the benchmark set described in Section 4.1. The relative change in
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Baseline Dynamic SD Change
lusearch 55.80s 51.36s -7.96%
pmd 64.14s 62.87s -1.98%
sunflow 155.80s 157.33s +0.98%
xalan 28.11s 26.88s -4.37%

Average 75.96s 74.61s -3.33%

Table 4.3: Benchmark execution times in seconds. The dynamic SD approach
represents the collection of all optimizations presented in this research com-
bined with the deduplication sampling flow. The third column shows the
relative change between the experimental results.

runtime compared to a baseline virtual machine is shown in Table 4.3.

The experiments were performed using a deduplication ratio threshold of

15%. Using the sampling flow presented, the overhead was reduced by com-

puting a deduplication ratio and disabling the string deduplication if the

maintenance seemed less likely to create a benefit.

The chosen threshold was discovered using a set of experiments starting from

0% to 30% in increments of 5%. The threshold aims to detect when keeping

the hash table of all strings is too costly for the benefit gained from dedu-

plication. The higher the threshold is set, the less likely it is that string

deduplication is enabled. Setting the threshold to 0% means that no charac-

ters have to be deduplicated for the process to remain active.

Using a threshold of 0%, the preliminary experiment produced the same

numbers as the numbers presented in configuration C of Table 3.2. The

deduplication procedure remained enabled throughout the whole execution

time for all benchmarks. Increasing the threshold to 5% changed the run-
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times for pmd and sunflow as those benchmarks did not discover enough

deduplications to justify leaving string deduplication active after the first

garbage collection.

At a threshold of 15%, xalan changed the behaviour to disable string dedu-

plication after the first garbage collection. At a threshold of 20%, lusearch

stopped reaching the required threshold and the results changed to represent

those in configuration A of Figure 3.2.

Thus, 15% was chosen as a compromise of keeping the speedup of the string

heavy application in the benchmark set, while minimizing the impact of the

optimization on the rest of the applications. This value is application set

dependent.

The cost for string deduplication is keeping track of all strings. This means

traversing them, indexing their content, looking for duplicates and perform-

ing the deduplication. If the percentage of duplicates compared to the over-

all character number is too low, maintaining the metadata costs more than

deduplication creates in benefits. This leads to a prolonged overall execution

time.

According to the experimental logs, lusearch was the only benchmark that

continued deduplicating strings throughout the execution time. The number

of strings and duplicates throughout execution time is presented in Figures

4.2 and 4.3.

All other benchmarks disabled the deduplication after one or two garbage

collections. While an overhead of 0.98% was still present for sunflow, it is
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considerably smaller than the 17.08% shown in Table 4.1.

Benchmarks pmd and xalan show a decrease in runtime by 1.98% and 4.37%

respectively. The performance can be explained by the fact that strings

created during the startup of the application are deduplicated. The benefits

of this deduplication can be explained by the overall time the application

ran after the initial deduplication was performed. Since the deduplication

happened at the start of the application the time taken for garbage collection

throughout the application was slightly reduced as fewer objects had to be

copied or compacted. This carried through the whole application runtime

and accumulated this slight improvement.

There are multiple explanations for the behaviour shown in Table 4.3. It

indicates that many of the duplicates are created during the JVM startup

as discussed previously. Another point would be that duplicate strings are

less likely to be recreated. They do not seem to be objects which die off

after a short period of time. This supports the process of utilizing the global

garbage collections for string deduplication.

4.5 Application Specific Analysis

In order to understand what makes an application beneficial for string dedu-

plication and why lusearch gained a benefit while other benchmarks did not,

two applications were written to demonstrate the behaviour. The applica-

tions process the output file of Odin II [31, 41] saved using the Berkeley
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Logic Interchange Format (BLIF) [2]. Files saved using this format describe

a hardware circuit including inputs, outputs, nodes, connections between the

nodes and their functionality. In order to reduce the size of the output file,

the names of the wires connecting nodes are detected, shortened and replaced

throughout the file.

This procedure is done using two algorithms. The first one, shown in Figure

4.5, processes the file line-by-line, detects wire names and adds them to a

String-to-String map table. The structure maps the long version of the name

to a newly created short one. Once done, all future occurrences of this name

are replaced as the application continues. The file is processed once while

the map structure continues to grow. The output is written in a line-by-line

manner. The algorithm is further referred to as quickshort.

The second algorithm achieving the same result is shown in Figure 4.6. The

algorithm reads in the contents of the whole file. The content is then pro-

cessed and wire names are detected. As soon as a name is found, a short

version is created and all occurrences replaced throughout the file. The con-

tents of the file remain in memory and the contents are processed multiple

times in order to locate and replace all instances of the name processed. Due

to the nature of the algorithm, it is further referred to as slowshort.

While quickshort is the more elegant way of achieving the goal of this spe-

cific application, the two approaches attempt to demonstrate two varieties of

string heavy applications. Both use String objects almost exclusively. While

quickshort mostly uses small objects with a short lifespan while performing
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Figure 4.5: Algorithm flow of the quickshort application processing a BLIF
file to shorten wire names.
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Figure 4.6: Algorithm flow of the slowshort application processing a BLIF
file to shorten wire names.
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Baseline SD enabled Relative Change
slowshort 24:15 min 22:09 min -8.7%
quickshort 1:37 min 1:39 min +2%

Table 4.4: Experiment results for the quickshort and slowshort algorithms.
A comparison of execution times and the relative impact of enabling string
deduplication is presented.

IO operations throughout its execution time, the second flow has very long

lived string objects and two IO phases.

The applications were executed using a BLIF file with 7.5 million lines and

an overall size of 1.5GB. The virtual machine utilized was limited at 4GB of

heap space with the just-in-time (JIT) compiler disabled. Both applications

used an unmodified VM as a baseline and a configuration with string dedupli-

cation enabled. The ratio chosen for enabling string deduplication for partial

collection was left at 15% as used in Section 4.4. The object age required to

be part of the string deduplication process remained at two survived garbage

collection phases as described in Section 4.3. Each execution was repeated

10 times in order to reduce noise factors.

Both approaches used the same input file and produced the same output

file. When running in the baseline VM, the slowshort required about 15

times longer to perform the task due to the nature of the algorithm. When

looking at the results with string deduplication enabled, it was found that

the quickshort approach did not enable the string deduplication process as

not enough duplicate strings survived long enough. Further analysis showed

that a large number of duplicates was present at the precollection phase, but
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almost none of them survived the collection. This can be explained by the fact

that newly created strings are only used to process a single line of the input

file before being discarded. The overall runtime of the application remained

almost unchanged with a slight increase averaging at about 2% (Table 4.4)

due to slightly prolonged global collections and string deduplication sampling

checks.

The slowshort approach took a much longer time to process the file as it

worked in memory and processed the content of the file many times. As

strings survived longer while occurrences of each wire name were located

in the content, the string deduplication approach was left enabled starting

with the first global garbage collection. The impact of the deduplication flow

relative to the baseline averaged at approximately 8.7% (Table 4.4). While

this is an artificially constructed comparison, it can provide indications of

application structures, which can lead to an improvement when using string

deduplication. In addition, it provides insights of how even string heavy

applications such as database servers (tomcat) and text indexers (luindex)

can still have a structure not containing enough duplicates to justify using

garbage collection time string deduplication.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter presented multiple potential improvements to the GC-time

string deduplication approach. Expensive operations performed on every
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object traversed during garbage collection were reduced and the source base

refactored in order to speed up the process. An object age metric was in-

troduced in order to only process objects older than a threshold. Multiple

threshold numbers were investigated and experiments showed that object age

thresholds of two and three offer the most benefit.

Finally the string deduplication sampling algorithm was discussed. The aim

of the algorithm is to use string deduplication for applications, or certain run-

time phases of applications, which could potentially benefit from it. Should

the sampling flow discover that the overhead of the execution time appears

to be too high, no deduplication is performed and the overhead is minimized.

Experiments combining all optimizations show an improvement in the over-

all approach. String heavy applications perform slightly better, while the

overhead for other applications was reduced by a large margin. Applications

that have duplicate strings at the start of the application but fewer during

the execution itself also show an improvement. Additionally two artificially

generated algorithms were written and presented to provide insights into the

application structure necessary to benefit from enabled string deduplication.

Future work in the field could include an investigation of a moving threshold

and the timing of garbage collections to determine whether or not to enable

string deduplication. The metrics gathered and used during runtime could

be stored and used for future JVM executions.
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Chapter 5

VM Internal Object Pools

While Chapters 3 and 4 focused mainly on utilizing the immutability of string

objects in Java to improve their structure, they left out the rest of the objects

on the heap. While memory managed environments offer the comfort of

not performing manual memory management and analysis, the performance

gap between manually managed applications and those executed in a virtual

environment is still large. This is caused mainly by the fact, that garbage

collection phases halt the application in order to clean up the heap space.

Using the necessary memory management phases of a virtual environment to

optimize application flow and execution is often a way to mitigate the cost

of memory management itself.

As resource management is an established problem in computer science, there

are additional software engineering patterns that are used to handle the prob-

lem of creating and destroying objects while reducing most of the creation
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cost. One of those patterns is an object pool, which is generally created and

maintained by a developer. Instead of allocating and freeing objects, they

are kept in a buffer and requested when an instance is needed. Once the

object is no longer used, it is not freed, but returned to the pool so another

part of the application can reuse it without going through the allocation pro-

cess. The main drawback of this approach when used in virtual machines is

that developers have to perform manual resource management, which is con-

trary to the usual paradigm of applications running in a memory managed

environment where memory handling is performed automatically. This chap-

ter investigates the feasibility of an approach to perform the optimizations

offered by object pools as part of the virtual machine.

The chapter is divided into five sections. Section 5.1 provides an introduc-

tion into the field of research, different memory management techniques and

existing object pool approaches. Section 5.2 summarizes the benefits and dis-

advantages of the existing approaches and underlines the motivation of the

approach presented. A case study investigating potential gains using this

approach is presented in Section 5.3 while Section 5.4 describes the design,

implementation and results of the object pools using two different garbage

collection policies. Section 5.5 concludes and suggests some opportunities for

future work.
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5.1 Related Work

The object pool pattern [24] is a software engineering technique frequently

used in environments with shared, but limited resources. The idea is to keep

a constant pool of resources, which are created only once and to distribute

those between users if requested. The most common uses of the pattern are

thread pools [55] and connection pools, such as database connection pools

[55, 22].

The general idea of the software pattern is to mimic an allocation and deallo-

cation command. The basic class structure of the pattern is shown in Figure

5.1. All object instances are created by the pool structure during initializa-

tion time. Each instance is then requested by different mutator parts using

the acquire() function. The function can be implemented in a blocking or

non blocking fashion. Once the resource is no longer being used, the mutator

can return the resource to the pool using the release() function.

The reason for the popularity of object pools, especially in areas such as

database connections and threads, is the time it takes to instantiate such an

object. The creation of a thread takes time, but the communication between

threads is fast once the threads exist. This applies to databases as well.

Establishing a connection to a database can take one if not multiple seconds.

However, once the database connection exists, communication between the

program and the database is very fast.

In addition, most applications do not benefit from more resources beyond a
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Figure 5.1: Object Pool pattern in UML. The Pool class creates objects that
are then requested and returned by the client class.

certain point. Once a certain number of threads is reached, an increase would

slow down execution as processor time is becoming the bottleneck resource.

The same applies for database connections. If too many users attempt query

commands, the database response time may become slower. This allows the

runtime to predict and manage a suitable number of connections for the

application balancing the number of users issuing queries while limiting the

number of concurrent requests to the database to minimize response time.

This can be translated into other applications. The pattern can be found in

many computer and cell phone games [56], often used in order to keep a pool

of objects displayed to the user, such as bullets, enemies, etc. This limits the

number of objects on the screen, ensuring good performance, fast response
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times, minimizing garbage collections and therefore providing a better expe-

rience for the user.

Development using this pattern changed from implementing the pool struc-

tures and all security measures necessary to using prepackaged APIs such as

Apparatus [52] or the Data Base Connection Pool API offered by Apache

[22]. APIs providing this functionality are implemented in the application

and are part of the mutator. Applying the pattern from the virtual machine

side would reduce implementation time and could save memory on the heap

as the structures required would not have to be part of the mutator. In ad-

dition, garbage collection work would be decreased as fewer floating garbage

objects would be created.

5.2 Motivation

Both threads and database connections take a long time to be created, which

makes it more profitable to keep the memory overhead down in order to save

a significant amount of time [40, 25]. Even though implementations such as

java.util.concurrent and Apache’s DBCP component [22] are well known

beneficiaries of the pattern, it appears that there are many other applications

that could gain a significant benefit using object pools.

As described in Section 5.1, different APIs aim to provide predefined struc-

tures in order to provide the functionality of object pools without the re-

quirement of a complete implementation of all structures needed [35]. The
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problem with the object pattern, however, is that developers are responsible

for the management of objects and memory they are utilizing. This offers

freedom for the developer as resources can be utilized where they are being

used without the need of freeing memory and reallocating it again. As soon

as the developer knows that an object is not part of the execution any longer,

the object is released to be part of the pool again instead of simply forgetting

about it.

There are multiple disadvantages in the use of object pools [36]. The first

is development time. Even using available APIs, keeping track of object ref-

erences, their accessibility and usefulness costs development time, which is

usually avoided by using an environment with automatic memory manage-

ment.

The second disadvantage of the manual management of object pools is mis-

takes. Mistakes in pool sizing can either mean more allocations than neces-

sary or, in the worst case, a deadlock which cannot be resolved. This might

happen if the object pool is limited to a certain number of objects and is not

allowed to grow [36]. If pooled objects are enforced during development, a

scenario can occur where all resources are lost because a part of the mutator

does not return unused objects. In the worst case, references to those ob-

jects are lost and freed by the garbage collector. In this case, the program

would not be able to continue since no free instances are available. Another

disadvantage is that retroactive addition of this optimization is very hard to

achieve, as all resource flows have to be examined very carefully in order to
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avoid the problems mentioned above.

Those reasons led to the idea of investigating an approach of providing the

optimization offered by the object pool pattern within the managed environ-

ment. Its tasks already include managing the mutator’s memory directly.

Instead of implementing APIs and managing the references to the objects,

the virtual machine could be configured to perform this while it manages all

other objects, references and memory for the mutator.

5.3 Preliminary Case Study

A preliminary best case test application was developed in Java to measure the

potential of object pools. The application simulates a self playing computer

game without a graphical interface, where entities spawn pseudo-randomly

and have to be removed by the player. The player component was performed

by the application as well. In this way, entities of the Enemy class were created

and removed at pseudo-random. The maximum number of existing enemies

was predefined. The application flow is shown in Figure 5.2.

The application was configured to perform a varying number of steps and the

wall time (execution time measured by the operating system) of the program

run was measured as the baseline. Each run was performed 25 times in order

to reduce the noise factor of the resulting times. A heap size of 2GB was used

and the garbage collector performed a concurrent generational collection.

Once completed, the use of the Enemy class was modified to utilize the object
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Figure 5.2: Test application structure. Enemies are spawned and killed off at
pseudo-random. The Enemy class is pooled and compared to a configuration
relying on garbage collection in order to determine the potential benefit of
internal VM pools.
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Figure 5.3: Preliminary results comparing the test application runtime when
relying on garbage collection compared to using the object pool pattern to
store all instances of the enemy class.

pool pattern. Instead of allocating enemies, an instance of the class was

requested from the pool. Once an enemy was killed, the instance was returned

to the pool. The acquire() function was extended to include all constructor

values of the instance requested and was reinitialized by the pool before

returning it to the client class.

The difference between the two runs is significant. As the application did not

have to perform any garbage collection aside from collections in the young

space regions of the heap and object promotion to old space, the mutator

was almost never halted for a stop-the-world phase. As shown in Figure 5.3

and Table 5.1, runtime results were decreased by an average of 56.57%.

In addition, the number of garbage collections dropped by 90% as most
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Baseline Object Pool Speedup
400,000 steps 02:53.71 00:46.30 73.35%
800,000 steps 05:42.35 02:35.53 54.57%

1,600,000 steps 08:37.82 03:35.76 58.33%
3,200,000 steps 14:26.01 08:38.19 40.02%

Table 5.1: Runtime comparison (in min:secs) between the base line applica-
tion and the Enemy class pool implementation. Each result is the average of
25 runs.

objects required by the mutator application did not have to be cleaned up

and reallocated. A small number of partial garbage collections still happened

to remove child objects of the pooled objects.

The experiment shows a best case scenario since the pool size was large

enough to store all instances of Enemy and the application did not perform

anything but object allocation and deallocation. In addition, the task was

performed by a developer who knew when resources were needed and dis-

carded. Performing this task in such a way by a virtual environment with

garbage collection is unlikely, but creating even a portion of the benefit shown

would potentially decrease the runtime of a set of applications. The cause

for the challenges is the fact that the application flow is not considered by

the memory management component of a virtual environment. Objects are

usually treated as interconnected chunks of memory. While some metrics are

gathered, none of them include the purpose of an object.
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5.4 Design and Implementation

Moving the algorithm presented in Section 5.3 from being a mutator based

implementation to an algorithm provided by the managed runtime implies

adjusting the memory managing part of the environment, namely the allo-

cator and the garbage collector.

The allocator and garbage collector work together to implement a specific

garbage collection policy. The allocator’s main tasks are to handle memory

requests from the mutator, to allocate the memory and to provide a reference

to this address space to the mutator. Should there be no contiguous free

memory available, the garbage collector is notified and is responsible for a

memory clean up.

Garbage collectors traverse the heap or a subset of the heap in order to iden-

tify which objects can be referenced by the client application. Those objects

are marked alive and therefore kept on the heap. The memory not occupied

by those objects can be reclaimed and therefore used for new allocations.

The process of detecting live objects and freeing memory is usually per-

formed during a stop-the-world phase where the client application execution

is halted.

Modern garbage collection policies divide the heap into multiple regions with

the goal to minimize the stop-the-world phase. Fragmentation is prevented

by evacuating traversed objects into a different region (evacuation space) and

marking the complete old region (collection space) as free. This frees up a
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full region of contiguous space and compacts live objects in the process.

The challenge in this process is that unreferenced objects are not detected

as such. Only live portions of the memory are identified before the rest is

collectively marked as unused without identifying the objects stored within.

This means that the algorithm used in Section 5.3 cannot simply be copied

over into the managed environment infrastructure. The functionality of the

Pool class shown in Figure 5.1 therefore has to be split into multiple pieces,

which change the allocator and garbage collector based on the GC policy.

The following subsections will demonstrate the design, implementation and

discussion of the object pool implementation for two specific garbage collec-

tion policies provided by the IBM Java J9 VM.

5.4.1 Overall Approach Structure

As the new process does not rely on developers to use it, detectors have to be

created within the managed runtime to enable the use of object pools. Three

parts of the environment have to be changed: the managed environment start

up phase, the allocator and the garbage collector.

5.4.1.1 Environment Startup

The startup phase of the environment has to be adjusted to set up the struc-

ture holding and managing the pool objects. This includes a locking mech-

anism, reference holders for objects and a collection of free and available

objects.
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The object pool size is provided during startup. There are two possible

paths of pool creation: a filled pool structure and a self filling pool. The

filled pool structure allocates the maximum number of objects right away

and includes them in the free list. The benefit of this approach is faster

acquisition of objects during mutator runtime at the cost of an inflated start

up time and initial heap size. However, with the objects already on the heap,

the probability that they are located close to their future user thread’s other

objects is low. This can cause worse object locality and therefore increase

the probability of cache misses and page faults [19].

The second approach is to initialize an empty set of references, an empty

free table and fill the pool during execution time. The tradeoff is a mirror of

the creation of a filled pool. The impact on the start up time is reduced and

the computational overhead during allocation is applied dynamically based

on application behaviour. However, during the initial execution stage, while

the pool is being filled with objects, allocating an object of the pooled class

will cause a more complex procedure and therefore require more computation.

This research focuses on utilizing the second approach as the dynamic nature

of time overhead applied is more suitable for short applications as well as

applications which have multiple behaviour phases during runtime.

5.4.1.2 Allocation

The acquire() function of the object pool pattern shown in Figure 5.1 is

included in the allocation process of the environment. The decision of which
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objects are pooled and how many of them are included in the pool is provided

when the environment is started. A startup argument with the class name(s)

is provided in order to decide which allocation method is chosen for the

specific object.

In addition to the garbage collection specific policy on where new objects

are allocated, there are two main allocation flows in the IBM Java VM: slow

path allocation and fast path allocation. Slow path allocation treats the new

object space as a shared resource, looks for a large enough memory space

for the current request and allocates it before returning the start address

to the mutator. Since the free space is shared by all mutator threads, this

procedure relies on locking and one request is handled by the allocator at

a time. This can be further improved by having multiple locks for different

regions if multiple new-object-regions are available.

The fast path allocation aims at reducing locking by allocating a relatively

large piece of memory for each running thread. The allocation of this thread

local heap is performed using the slow path allocation. Once received by a

thread, it is used to place newly created objects of this thread inside this

piece of memory without the need of locking. In addition, objects created by

the thread are placed closer together and have therefore better object space

locality.

In these experiments, an additional stage is introduced before one of those

routes is taken, which is initiated when an allocation of a pooled object is

requested by the client application. In this stage the pool is checked for an
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available object. If there is one, the memory of the object is set to 0 to

comply with the Java language specification and returned to the mutator,

where the constructor is executed in order to prepare the object for its task.

Should no object be available, the number of objects registered by the pool

is determined. If this number is smaller than the maximum capacity of the

pool, a new object is allocated and added to the pool before it is assigned

to the mutator. The pool therefore grows. In the last case, where no pooled

objects are available and the maximum number of objects in the pool is

reached, the original VM allocation flow continues as it would without the

use of a pool structure.

Using this flow increases the amount of work performed for pooled object

allocations. The idea behind it is to prevent the application from utilizing

slow path and fast path allocation in as many cases as possible and therefore

let the thread local heap last longer. This reduces the number of locking

procedures during allocation and the amount of new memory required during

execution.

The pool size has to be chosen carefully. A small pool increases the prob-

ability of using the new preliminary stage of the allocation without getting

a frequent benefit. A too large pool is less costly during allocation as new

objects are created and the pool is filled. However, a large pool means more

objects on the heap, which are kept alive by the fact that they are part of

this pool. Even if the mutator cannot reference them any longer, they are

kept in the free table of the pool waiting for the next allocation request of
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the user. This can potentially trigger additional garbage collections.

5.4.1.3 Garbage Collection

The garbage collection component holds the most challenges to the approach.

Its tasks are detecting pooled objects that are about to be collected, marking

them as alive and adding those objects to the free table of the pool structure

so they can be reused.

This creates a slightly unnatural behaviour of the garbage collector as travers-

ing floating garbage objects is usually considered wasteful computation. Usu-

ally, live objects are evacuated before a full region is marked free. Using this

approach, the number of objects evacuated is increased by the number of

pooled objects in the evacuation region.

The main loss in performance when comparing the case study and the auto-

matic approach is the time between the object becoming not referenceable

by the mutator and the time the object is saved from a garbage collection.

The shorter this time, the closer the performance gain shown in Section 5.3

can be reached.

In many collection techniques, memory regions are split into object age

groups. An object ages when it survives garbage collections. Objects that

survive a large number of garbage collections are more likely to survive longer.

The same behaviour can be used by the pool to prevent a scenario where

objects that are likely to never die or not die for a very long time crowd the

pool. In doing so, the pool is not serving its purpose of providing preallocated
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memory for frequently allocated objects. There are two main metrics used

to estimate how long an object will survive at a certain point of execution:

the size of the object and the age of the objects. The age is indicated by the

number of garbage collections survived by the object.

Since the size of pooled objects remains stable, the remaining metric is the

age. Age is used at multiple points in the virtual environment. Most of

the time, the decision about where to relocate an object during a garbage

collection is made using this metric. In the IBM J9 Java VM, the object

age is used in GenCon to determine when it can be considered old enough

to relocate to the less frequently collected old space. Starting with this

relocation, the frequency of detecting this object’s alive status is drastically

reduced to prevent unnecessary GC activity.

Once a pooled object survives this long, the probability of it ever returning to

the pool as a free object decreases. In such cases, this object can be removed

from the pool and the slot used by a more frequently returning instance of

this particular class.

5.4.2 GenCon Object Pools

GenCon is a garbage collection policy in the IBM Java J9 VM that couples a

generational garbage collection policy with a concurrent mark stage. It is the

default GC option in the IBM Java J9 VM. A young space and an old space

are maintained to reduce the size of regions that are collected frequently.

This subsection describes the implementation of object pools using GenCon
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and discusses the results gathered from experiments. This GC policy was

chosen as the preliminary tests showed potential using this policy and because

it is the default option for applications running on the IBM Java J9 VM. In

addition, it was found to be the best choice for most general application

scenarios by Neu et al. [51].

5.4.2.1 GenCon Pool Design and Implementation

The basic structure of the heap, allocation policy and structures as well as the

garbage collection are prepared for execution during the VM startup phase

based on parameters configured by the user. A mutator does not have an op-

portunity to change the heap structure and object allocations/deallocations

are treated as a given by the mutator developer.

Allocation is performed based on programming language keywords while

garbage collections are started based on different metrics such as free heap

size, free region size, allocations since the last garbage collection and others.

Those three procedures have to be changed in order to create an automatic

object pool.

The GenCon heap is structured into the new space and the old space. The

new space is further equally divided into the nursery and the evacuation

space.

Objects are allocated in the nursery. Each allocation changes the remember

set, which stores the incoming references of the nursery region. Once the

nursery is filled and allocations begin to fail, a partial garbage collection
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using the copy-forward technique is initiated. Starting with the remember

set, all live objects are traversed and evacuated onnce encountered. Once the

traversal concludes, the designation of nursery and evacuation are swapped

and the former nursery region is marked as free memory space.

Every time an object survives a collection, the object age counter attached

to each object is increased. Once the counter reaches a high enough count,

the object is not moved to the evacuation space, but to the old space.

The old space can be seen as a large memory region created to store long-

living objects. The GC algorithm does not subdivide the region further in

order to not reduce the usable space to 50% as is done with the young space.

The old space is only collected during global collections, when partial GC

gains are not sufficient enough to maintain fast execution.

A global collection does not utilize remember sets, but a stack frame, static

fields and references stored in the registers as the root set for object traver-

sal. All regions are collected and the remember set for the young space is

adjusted to reflect references from the old space to the young space accord-

ingly. The different heap structure of the old space requires the use of a

separate collection policy, in this case mark-compact is utilized.

In order to create an object pool for the GenCon policy, an off heap struc-

ture storing pool information was created. The structure consists of a two-

dimensional linked list. The dimensions are dictated by the classes to be

stored and the number of objects each class can add to the pool. One such

table stores all pooled object references, while a second one only stores object
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pools that can be assigned to the mutator. The structure is initialized during

the start up time of the environment.

The object pool is implemented as a growing structure. At start up time, all

tables are empty and only store the class names of interest. The beginning

of the mutator application marks a learning phase for the approach as the

class names of each object allocated are examined. This includes using the

class pointer of the allocation request to retrieve the class name string and

to compare it to the list of pooled classes. Once a match is found, the class

pointer is used for future comparisons instead of creating the overhead of

string retrieval and comparison.

The previously described allocation flow of the virtual environment was ad-

justed to accommodate the object pools. Since pooled objects are stored in

a common space not attached to specific threads, object assignment has to

prevent race conditions and therefore utilize locking. This excludes fast path

allocation from all object pool handling. The only way to change that would

be to create a lock free pool that creates a pool for each thread separately

or to improve the pool structure flow to a lock free operation that would

prevent or deal with race conditions.

Each allocation performs a check if fast path allocation is possible. This

check is adjusted to collect the following additional information:

• Is a pooled class being allocated?

• Does the pool have free objects?
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• Is the maximum pool size reached?

The first check is performed on each object. This is also where class pointers

of the pooled classes are collected as mentioned above. If a pooled class

allocation is encountered, a free object in the pool is returned, if available.

This is the most beneficial case as no new object has to be allocated. The

object is removed from the free table, reinitialized using the class constructor

and the mutator execution may continue. The reinitialization stage is added

in order to maintain the ability to retroactively add the optimization to a

mutator without source code modifications. A traditional pool object is not

initialized multiple times by the pool.

The third check is necessary since the pool is a growing structure. Should no

objects be available, the newly allocated object may still be able to grow the

pool. In this case, a fast path allocation cannot be started and a redirect to

a slow path allocation begins. Once allocated, the new object is added to the

object pool’s list as an unavailable object. Should the maximum pool size

be reached and no free object be available, the allocation may pass the fast

path check and can use the thread local heap, therefore reducing unnecessary

overhead.

The slow path allocation flow was changed to include table handling. Once

the object allocation is completed, it is added to the object pool, but not the

free table, therefore remembering it for potential reuse opportunities.

The garbage collector of GenCon had to be partially adjusted to accommo-

date object pools. Since the largest benefit of the pool occurs when there
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are free objects available in the pool, it was not deemed beneficial to include

old region objects into the pool. Whenever an object ages enough to be pro-

moted to the old region, the probability of it dying is low enough that it is

excluded from the pool. The old region garbage collection did not have to

be adjusted further.

Partial garbage collection handles all short lived objects. It is intended to be

frequent, but very short. Pooled objects are created in the nursery and re-

membered using the object pool table. Whenever a partial collection occurs,

three flow adjustments are triggered:

• Object exclusion

• Reference update

• Object rescue

Object exclusion happens when a pooled object is promoted to the old space.

A promoted object is considered unlikely to become garbage in the near

future and is therefore unlikely to create a free pool object. Before it is

copied over to the old space, the reference to this object is removed from

the pool, the linked list pointers are fixed and the pool size corrected. This

allows the next allocation of this class to fill up the pool once again with a

potentially short lived object.

Similar to object exclusion, reference updates have to be performed during

object traversal. The class pointer of each object is examined. If the current
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class is pooled, the reference of the object is located in the pool table. Should

this object be part of the pool, the new location of the object is stored in

the pool table once the evacuation is indicated as successful.

Object rescue is a new stage of the partial garbage collection introduced

before the region assignments are swapped. Once all objects are evacuated,

the pool table is traversed to examine all objects stored. Should an object

be in the collection area, the object is forced to be evacuated even though

its reference is not accessible to the mutator. The new location of the object

is updated using the reference update flow. In addition, the memory of the

new object is set to store only zeroes and the object itself is added to the

pool free table. This stage is an additional garbage collection for pool objects

only.

5.4.2.2 GenCon Pool Discussion

The object pool was examined using the best case scenario application de-

scribed in Section 5.3. Each experiment was performed on the same machine

as the preliminary results. To reduce the impact of noise and get a more

reliable value, each variable set went through testing at least 25 times.

As shown in Figure 5.4, the proposed approach was outperformed by the

baseline by an average of 11.75%. When looking at the relative change com-

pared to the baseline (Figure 5.5), the approach shows that the performance

loss increases when a longer execution is performed.

In order to investigate the reasons for this behaviour, multiple experiments
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Figure 5.4: Performance of automatic object pools in GenCon (GenconOP)
compared to object pools implemented inside the mutator (SW OP) and
the baseline configuration without object pools. Object pools created by
developers in the mutator outperform the baseline implementation as well as
the VM internal object pools. The difference between the baseline setup and
the VM internal object pools becomes more significant as time continues.

Figure 5.5: Relative execution time change when using GenCon object pools.
The relative difference between the approaches is increasing as execution time
progresses.
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Figure 5.6: Execution time when varying the maximum pool size parameter.

were conducted. At first, the impact on fast path and slow path allocation

was tested. When running the application in the baseline environment, about

83% of all allocations qualify for the fast path allocation track.

Introducing more objects which do not qualify for this flow and utilize locking

based allocation is likely to slow down the mutator. An experiment with

varying object pool sizes was conducted to quantify the change in this metric.

Figure 5.6 shows the results of an experiment where the number of application

cycles was left fixed at 1,600,000 cycles while varying the maximum number

of objects in an object pool. It shows that the execution time increases as

more objects have to pass through the lock protected allocation.

Since the application presents a possible best case scenario for a successful

pool, almost all objects created are objects that are part of the object pool.

Hence, until the pool fills up, all objects are going through the slow path
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allocation. Once the pool is full, the object pool flow is skipped and therefore

the metric is once again comparable to the baseline.

After each garbage collection, the first allocations of the pooled class do not

qualify for the fast path once again, since they are assigned reused objects.

This means no allocation is necessary.

Further, the garbage collection times of the application were compared. The

distance between partial collections is reduced compared to the baseline and

more collections are necessary. The increase in the number of overall GCs

is the result of both the reduced distance between the collections and the

increase in the overall execution time.

Experiments showed that the distance between the collections can be manip-

ulated by changing the pool size variable. The larger the pool, the shorter the

time between garbage collections. This seems to be the result of the rescue

phase. As dead objects are copied over, they decrease the initial free space

of the new nursery. This causes more copy processes, additional traversal of

the old region and the earlier trigger for a new garbage collection.

In addition, during the time between the object not being referenced by

the mutator any longer and the next GC, the object is considered floating

garbage. It is not useful to the object pool as it is not clear that it can

be reassigned. This creates a trade off when looking at the times between

garbage collections. On one side, it is desirable to increase the time between

collections in order to allow the mutator to have as much execution time as

possible. On the other side, rapid garbage collections reclaim pooled objects
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Figure 5.7: Average time between garbage collections when comparing the
baseline to object pools.

to the pool and can therefore speed up the mutator’s execution. A compari-

son of the average time between garbage collections for the configurations is

presented in Figure 5.7.

5.4.3 Region Based GC Object Pools

The balanced garbage collection policy of the Java VM divides the heap

into equal sized regions. The regions are managed separately. During the

startup phase of an execution, a number of regions are selected to represent

the nursery space, where new objects may be allocated.

Using a number of metrics such as fragmentation, potential reusable space

and free space in a region, a collection set is created. Only those regions are
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cleaned up by the garbage collector. A concurrent marker is responsible for

traversing the regions during execution time and helps gather the metrics

required.

A backup global collection policy is in place to clean up the full heap space

if partial collections cannot satisfy allocation requirements. The balanced

GC policy aims at reducing and potentially eliminating the number of global

collections.

5.4.3.1 Region Pool Design

Two main factors causing the slow down of the object pool approach in

Section 5.4.2 are: the inflated nursery space and the time between an object

becoming free and the next garbage collection. Additional region control and

structure of the balanced GC policy was the reason for porting the approach.

Object pools are created and maintained in separate regions. The number of

regions depends on the size of the pool. Initially, only one region is assigned

for pooled objects. Similar to the pool structure in Section 5.4.2, the region

is filled with objects as the mutator is allocating them. Once a region is

filled, another region is added to the pool if possible. Given that regions

use a copy-forward collection technique, free regions are generated at each

partial collection stage.

To prevent garbage collections caused by too many instances of floating

garbage created by the pool, pool regions were excluded from the process

of deciding when to trigger a collection. A number of metrics are used to
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decide when to trigger partial collections and which regions to collect. While

object pool regions are never the leading cause for a collection, they are a

part of each partial collection set.

The allocation process described in the previous section remains mostly the

same with a few modifications. The allocation space is the current object

pool nursery. Object allocations are still performed when requested. Once a

region is filled, a new region is added to the pool and marked as the current

object pool allocation space.

The only case in which the object pool is responsible for a garbage collection

phase occurs when no free region is found while the pool has to be grown.

In this case a partial GC is initiated, which usually produces free regions.

Changes to the garbage collection process had to be restructured. Instead

of interrupting the partial collections, the balanced GC implementation in-

troduces a separate stage used only for object pools. All object pool regions

are processed by the garbage collector. The collection does not perform any

copying operation, which removes the requirement of a target region.

The traversal technique used for regular regions is also applied to object

pool regions. An object traversed is marked as alive instead of copying it

to a target region. Once the region is processed, all objects in the current

region are checked. Each unmarked object’s memory is reset and the object

is added to the free list of the object pool for future assignment.

Similar to the previous implementation, an allocation in the object pool

never fails. Should the pool be full, a regular allocation is initiated. If the
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pool is not successful in growing because no free region was produced by a

garbage collection, a regular allocation is initiated as well. During the testing

stage, this case never occurred using real life applications. A corner case test

was created to force this behaviour for a proof of concept study where pool

objects were allocated and never freed while the maximum number of pooled

objects was set to be higher than the heap was capable of accommodating.

5.4.3.2 Region Pool Discussion

Experiments using this approach were performed following the same struc-

ture as those described in Section 5.4.2. At first the overall execution time

was measured and compared to the baseline and the GenCon implementa-

tion. The approach proved to have a faster execution time than the GenCon

implementation, while still being outperformed by the baseline.

The balanced GC implementation performed an average of 4% better than

the GenCon object pool implementation. The difference between the two

approaches increased with longer execution times. For the longest test in

the experiment, the newly introduced approach performed 6% faster (Figure

5.8).

An experiment evaluating the time between garbage collections was per-

formed. In order to measure the impact of object pools on the collection pol-

icy, the time between GCs was measured for an unchanged balanced collector

and one using object pools. The difference between the numbers was insignif-

icant. The variation in garbage collection numbers for both approaches was
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Figure 5.8: Execution time of balanced object pools in comparison.

within the same range, which leads one to believe that other collector metrics

were more significant for the decision to perform a collection. This can be

explained by the design of the pool structure.

Pool structures usually do not initiate garbage collections. Those happen

when the pool is full or when too many other objects are filling up the heap.

These can be objects that do not fit into the pool structure as well as pool

object children, which are no longer used.

Overall, the iteration proved to be performing better and the initially antic-

ipated benefits were achieved by moving the object to separate regions. On

the flipside, as the time between collections was not influenced, reclaiming

objects in a timely fashion remained problematic.
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5.4.3.3 Pseudo Reference Counting Design

Addressing the issue of reducing the time between an object dying and being

added to the free list of the pool structure required an additional mecha-

nism to the region based object pool approach. Adding additional periodical

garbage collections only for the pooled regions was found to be too costly

as not enough objects were reclaimed in the process. Most remember set

changes are done when non-pooled regions were traversed. This approach

was therefore too costly. Thus, another way to detect such objects between

garbage collections had to be found.

The only widespread garbage collection technique that is capable of detecting

unreferenced objects as they occur is reference counting [32]. The number

of incoming references to an object is stored and maintained and as soon as

this count reaches 0, the object is considered garbage and can be reclaimed.

There are a number of challenges using this approach, especially in an envi-

ronment relying on garbage collection phases. Objects usually do not have

the infrastructure to hold such a count, reference operations are not built

for this kind of operation and the fact that reference counting fails in cyclic

structures. Two objects referencing each other are enough to maintain a live

state. In order to still evaluate potential benefits of such a structure using

the implementation available, pseudo reference counting for pooled objects

was created in the IBM Java J9 VM.

The allocation and garbage collection handling remained unchanged. The

garbage collection in pooled regions was kept as a back-up system in case
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of cyclic structures, however the flow was only initiated during global col-

lections. The pool object structure was extended to hold a lock-protected

reference count for each pooled object. The initial state of the count was

defined to be -1 in order to recognize a newly created object.

In order to modify and maintain the count, the write barrier of objects had

to be adjusted. This usually comes at a very high cost, as each object

modification has to pass this barrier. Adding slight complexity to this flow

affects such a high number of operations that it is usually not beneficial.

The effects were minimized by using a number of special cases in the testing

environment. Since the classes of pooled objects are defined prior to execu-

tion, the class pointer can be compared to determine whether or not a pool

object is affected.

In addition, the address space of pooled regions is remembered to determine

when a new or old reference is leading into this space. If that is the case, the

operation is processed for reference counting purposes. If an object creates

a reference to a pooled object, the object’s counter increases (-1 increases

to 1). When an old reference was pointing to a pooled object, the reference

counter is decreased. Once the counter reaches 0, the object is returned to

the free list and can be reassigned to the mutator. The initial -1 symbolizes

a pooled object, which is not part of the free table. As the counter is not set

upon creation, but rather when it passes the write barrier, operations such

as removing the object from the free table are not necessary.
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Figure 5.9: Execution time of balanced object pools in comparison.

5.4.3.4 Pseudo Reference Counting Discussion

The execution time comparison of all three iterations of the approach are

shown in Figure 5.9. The third iteration of the approach performed best

compared to the other object pool implementations. While modifications to

the write barrier were made, the overall benefit of the approach compared

to GenCon object pools averaged at 6%. Comparing this implementation to

the baseline however still shows a performance degradation of about 4%.

5.5 Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter presented a feasibility study of automatic object pools in virtual

environments. Three implementations were presented, tested and discussed

in order to identify their benefits and challenges while attempting to address
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them. Two main problems of the initial approach led to the design and

evaluation of the subsequent iterations.

While not outperforming the baseline, the results of the last iteration still

show promise. The main issues of the initial implementation were mitigated

by adjusting a better suited collection policy and introducing a reference

counting mechanism. The final iteration shows that there is potential in

the approach, especially for virtual environments that are built around a

reference counting collection policy.

In addition, it was shown that an automatic pool implementation is possible

and can be used for specific cases. Examples would be cases where developers

aim at isolating objects of a specific class from others. This can be the case

for a class that frequently produces cold objects, classes that should be stored

in a specific location for performance purposes, etc.

Future work in the field can examine the impact of creating object pools on

object locality since objects might not be allocated closely to their hierar-

chical neighbours [16]. An implementation of the structures in a reference

counting environment would be a good comparison to the work presented

here. Hot and cold object structures and how they qualify for pooling is

another field worth investigating [19].

Moving the approach described to an environment using reference counting

would mean that the initial structure of the pools described in this chapter

can be reused. The allocation and garbage collection modifications would

have to be adjusted and recreated. Allocations of predefined classes and
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their reference count reaching zero would have to be targeted in order to

perform the maintenance required by the structure.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The dissertation presented research on the heap structure of virtual environ-

ments. Specifically, the concepts of String deduplication and Object pooling

were explored as techniques to reduce memory footprint and allocations/deal-

locations respectively. While these techniques are generally applicable to all

application virtual machines, the proposed improvements were explored and

validated through the use of the IBM Java J9 virtual machine.

String deduplication aimed at reducing the number of memory objects oc-

cupied by finding and eliminating duplicate structures. While the initial

implementation proved to be creating a benefit for specific applications, oth-

ers were slowed down by a high computational overhead caused by hash table

maintenance and object indexing. The impact of the approach was examined

more closely and optimizations were added in order to perform the process

faster and to decide whether or not this optimization is beneficial for the
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currently running application.

While the string deduplication approach may provide a benefit for a subset

of applications, it does apply a significant overhead to others. The overhead

is mitigated by the introduction of a threshold used to determine during

global collections phases whether or not deduplicating strings is beneficial.

Not only was the negative execution time overhead reduced for nearly all

applications, the approach also gained the ability to react to phases of an

application where duplicate strings are present. Once this phase of the ap-

plication has passed, the optimization is disabled once again. Overall, the

approach showed promising results for string heavy applications and can be

used for applications with memory size constraints.

In addition to deduplication aiming specifically on string objects, VM internal

object pools were presented as a feasibility study on object classes in general.

While an implementation was successfully added to the IBM Java VM, the

approach was found not to be providing the anticipated performance boost

indicated by a preliminary case study. After examining the limitations and

impact of an implementation in the GenCon garbage collector of the IBM

Java J9 VM, the drawbacks of the approach were mitigated by examining

different techniques.

The main drawbacks were found to be the reduced time between garbage

collections, which causes more stop-the-world phases to be scheduled by the

environment, and the time an object spends as undetected garbage. The

additional garbage collections are caused by the addition of object pool ob-
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jects to a constant pool of objects that have to be evacuated by the garbage

collection.

Addressing the drawbacks of the object pool algorithm included the migra-

tion of the implementation to a more suited garbage collection policy and by

assisting the garbage collector of the need to detect floating garbage. In addi-

tion, a pseudo reference counting algorithm was added to the approach. The

reference counting algorithm aimed at reducing the time an object spends in

the floating garbage state to provide the instance of the object back to the

mutator.

While the migration of the approach to a region-based garbage collection

policy did not outperform the baseline implementation in all cases, it did

reduce the overhead of the implementation. Additionally, the pseudo refer-

ence counting indicated possible future research fields, which can be explored

further.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

While the work completed investigated many aspects of string deduplication

and object pooling to enhance memory management, there are many areas

in which the work can be further explored. One key area is in the appli-

cability of the findings to other application virtual machines. The research

presented was conducted and validated in the context of the very popular

Java virtual machine. Specifically, the IBM implementation J9 was modified

to provide the optimizations. Given the rigid specification of the JVM, the

author is confident that the findings presented are applicable to other Java

VM implementations. However, there are other application virtual machines

that should be explored for applicability and validation of the techniques

presented.

The string deduplication approach only considered full string contents and

did not look into deduplication for parts of those strings, which could be
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investigated in the future. In addition, the impact of string deduplication

can be evaluated in a non-uniform memory access (NUMA) environment,

where deduplicating structures might be more costly. NUMA environments

might benefit from purposefully duplicating frequently used strings, which

would be placed on each node for quicker access. Further, the caching and

object locality impact based on the caching strategy and architecture can be

examined in order to find potential optimizations to the process. This can

be combined with findings of Patrou et al. [53] to optimize the allocation and

garbage collection structure in virtual environments.

Related to the NUMA approach, an investigation about the locality impact

of deduplicating strings can be considered. As deduplicating a string points

two object headers to the same character array, the distance between one of

the headers and the array may be larger than in an unchanged VM. This

can have a disadvantageous effect, as the probability of the header and the

string contents to be in the same cache line are reduced. This can have an

effect on the performance of an application as shown by Eimouri et al. [18].

Further, data about the dynamic deduplication threshold chosen for certain

combinations of classes and applications can be collected and saved between

runtimes. One possibility would be to use the shared class cache, which

saves data between runtimes for performance purposes [3]. Once this data

is collected, the application could explore different values for applications to

determine the best trade off between deduplication benefit and maintenance

cost. While this procedure might have some significantly slower executions,
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it can also speed up a frequently started application.

Future work in the field of VM internal object pools might include the im-

plementation of the presented algorithm in a reference counted environment

to see if the hypothesis holds. Further, changing the object pool mainte-

nance to an algorithm less reliant on locking could create a potential speed

up for multithreaded applications. Approaches used could utilize a data race

detector as proposed by Hundon et al. [59], introduce lock free data struc-

ture manipulation as invented by Moir et al. [46], or use hazard pointers

associated with each thread as invented by Michael [45].

In addition, object pools can be established as a shared resource between

multiple virtual environments as suggested by Richard et al. [57]. A pool

could be established in a separate space and referenced by the environments

as needed. Challenges for such an approach include a decision about which

entity is responsible for the maintenance of the structure and how to ensure

environment isolation.

Additionally, shared structures might cause a security vulnerability, which

could also create a research opportunity. The biggest challenge is once again

to minimize the time between the death of an object to its detection.
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